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one are the days of soldiers facing off across large battlefields, tanks shelling tanks, and
fighter jets engaging in dogfights. Armed conflict now takes place everywhere—in cities,
refugee camps, and other historically nonmilitary areas—and involves or impacts nearly
everyone in the area. The law of armed conflict (LOAC)—codified in times of more traditional
state-state conflicts—must now adapt to these new and infinitely more complicated conflicts, which
we call new warfare. More important, we need to recategorize the ever-expanding variety of individuals who now participate in and are affected by hostilities, posing great challenges to the implementation of LOAC on the ground.
LOAC, otherwise known as the laws of war or international humanitarian law (IHL), governs the
conduct of states and individuals during armed conflict and seeks to minimize suffering in war by
protecting persons not participating in hostilities and restricting the means and methods of warfare.1
We will use the term LOAC because it is favored by militaries—the key players here—and when
referring to IHL, we will do so interchangeably with LOAC.
New warfare poses extraordinary dilemmas for the application of two key principles. The principle of distinction requires soldiers to differentiate between people they can target and people they
are obligated to protect. The principle of proportionality requires soldiers not to attack a target if
the expected innocent casualties are excessive in relation to the anticipated military advantage.
The essence of new warfare is that states engage with nonstate actors. In traditional conflicts
between states, pitting soldier against soldier, the categories were clear; in what we call new warfare,
however, the categories are—at best—blurred. In the current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, for
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example, military forces face a disturbing and
potentially tragic lack of clarity regarding both
the operational mission and identification of
the enemy.
When those who are fighting (insurgents,
guerrillas, terrorists) melt into the civilian
population and persons who appear to be civilians periodically engage in hostilities, determining who is a legitimate target becomes
nearly impossible. Even if commanders respect
the law, they will be hard pressed to apply it
in new warfare if it is not relevant—and if it
is exacerbating challenges rather than facilitating solutions. We therefore examine how
to distinguish between innocent civilians and
legitimate targets and develop more relevant
and specific categories to define the many
varieties of the latter. With these tools, commanders can train troops to make the critical
determination of whom and when they can
shoot and whom they have to protect.
Commanders view the zone of combat in
terms of friend or foe, innocent civilians or
legitimate targets. An innocent civilian takes no
part in hostilities and is immune from attack.
A legitimate target is a person or object that
can be lawfully targeted. In new warfare, the

although LOAC was codified before the
onset of new warfare, its fundamental
principles are more important than ever
precisely because of the increased danger
to participants and nonparticipants alike
range of persons in this latter category has
expanded rapidly. This expansion requires
two critical adjustments in approaching
“open fire” determinations: greater sensitivity
to new subcategories of hostile persons, and a
more conduct-specific checklist of factors for
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determining if an individual can be targeted.
We define and analyze each of the following
key subcategories:
!! Legitimate subjects of detention provide
some assistance to those who are fighting but do not participate directly in
hostilities. They cannot be targeted.
!! Transitory targets participate in hostilities one or two times or with no regularity. They can only be targeted when
directly participating in hostilities.
!! Recurring targets follow a recurring
and frequent pattern of participation in hostilities, returning to civilian pursuits in between their hostile
acts. They can only be targeted when
directly participating in hostilities,
unless the frequency and regularity of
their participation rises to the level of
more continuous participation.
!! Permanent targets participate in hostilities on a continuous basis. They can be
targeted at all times.
Our purpose is to operationalize LOAC to
give commanders the tools to meet twin goals:
fulfilling operational missions while protecting
soldiers and innocent civilians alike. This twofold objective is extraordinarily complicated; it
is also an absolute necessity.
In the first section, we highlight the challenges new warfare creates for the implementation of LOAC on the ground. The second
section analyzes how to operationalize LOAC,
focusing on a new framework for identifying
and distinguishing among legitimate targets.
The last section offers recommendations for
the application of LOAC to new and as yet
unforeseen challenges from newer and ever
more complex conflicts.
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Challenges of New Warfare
Concerns about the applicability of LOAC
to new warfare have recently grown into a steady
drumbeat, ranging from serious concern about
implementing and enforcing critical LOAC principles to claims that the Geneva Conventions
are “quaint” and “obsolete.”2 Although LOAC
was indeed codified before the onset of new warfare, its fundamental principles are more important than ever precisely because of the increased
danger to participants and nonparticipants alike.
Defining terms relevant to conflict and
analyzing the rules applicable in new warfare
are helpful but do not address the commander’s needs. We take a more practical approach.
LOAC simply must be flexible and adaptable enough to be effective in new warfare.
Otherwise, entire conflicts will go unregulated
and entire categories of individuals will be left
unprotected, a choice neither LOAC nor commanders can countenance.
Humanitarian law is a living, breathing
body of statutes, not a static set of concepts, and
it has repeatedly been adapted to uncertainties
and changing circumstances. LOAC principles
are the “bone structure in a living body, providing guidelines in unforeseen cases and constituting a complete summary of the whole, easy to
understand and indispensable for the purposes
of dissemination.”3 Examining the challenges
commanders and soldiers face demonstrates that
overly technical reliance on conventional legal
prescriptions handicaps the decisionmaker and
undermines civilian protections.
International courts and tribunals have used
this approach when confronted with new issues.
In the 1996 Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the
Use of Nuclear Weapons in Armed Conflict, the
International Court of Justice emphasized that
new means of combat do not “call into question the longstanding principles and rules of
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international law,”4 and found that humanitarian law does apply to the use of nuclear weapons.5 Similarly, in Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadic, the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia relied on the object and purpose of
the Geneva Conventions and fundamental principles of IHL to find that allegiance, not nationality, was the crucial test for determining protected person status.6 In new warfare, the blurring
of civilian and fighter, of military objective and
protected object, does make LOAC’s application
difficult. But that difficulty does not justify abandoning the law and its key principles.

Key Concepts
New warfare generally involves states
in combat with nonstate forces and fighting
in highly populated areas with a blurring of
the lines between military forces and civilian
persons and objects. As one article recently
reported on Afghanistan:
[t]he elusive insurgents blend easily into the
population, invisible to Marines until they
pick up a weapon. They use villagers to
spot and warn of U.S. troop movements,
take up positions in farmers’ homes and
fields, and attack Marines from spots with
ready escape routes. The Marines, under
strict rules to protect civilians, must wait
for insurgents to attack and then attempt
to ensnare them. Limited in their use of
airstrikes and artillery—because of the
danger to civilians and because aircraft
often frighten the Taliban away—Marine
riflemen must use themselves as bait and
then engage in the riskier task of pursuing
insurgents on foot.7
Although civilians have historically
been the victims of war, new warfare is fundamentally different because of their active
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involvement—in fact, engagement—in hostilities. Understanding when these individuals
cross the line from innocent civilians deserving protection to hostile persons justifying the
application of force is the key question new
warfare poses for commanders on the ground.

the commander is legally required to
distinguish between an innocent
civilian and an individual who, although
dressed in civilian attire, poses an
immediate threat and is therefore a
legitimate target
Operationalizing international law requires
that we adapt LOAC to the realities of new
warfare through new training regimes and different operational guidelines; otherwise, the commander will be in the “twilight zone,” which
poses extraordinary dangers to soldiers, innocent civilians, and others. In the classic military paradigm, the conflict—from a command
perspective—was easily explained. The objective—to defeat a clearly identified enemy—was
easily articulated; the means—military hardware—were obvious; and the outcome, from a
military perspective, was black and white: one
side surrendered. Opposing soldiers carrying
weapons posed dangers leading to precise “open
fire” orders. The rules of engagement (ROEs)
were uncontroversial and simple to interpret:
soldiers killed soldiers and protected innocent
civilians. In that sense, the rules of yesterday’s
battles were “obvious.”
In the contemporary and future paradigm,
the overwhelming majority of armed conflicts
involve soldiers operationally engaged with nonstate actors. The commander is legally required
to distinguish between an innocent civilian and
an individual who, although dressed in civilian
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attire, poses an immediate threat and is therefore a legitimate target. The commander must
also assess whether and when to target hostile
persons deliberately hiding among the civilian
population. In a word, both sets of persons appear
to be innocent civilians, so the rules produce
controversy and uncertainty. Operationalizing
LOAC gives commanders the tools to distinguish
between innocent and hostile persons, knowledge that is key to protecting their own soldiers
and innocent civilians.
The fundamental principle of distinction
requires that any party to a conflict8 distinguish
between those who are fighting and those who
are not, and direct attacks only at the former.9
The purpose of distinction—to protect civilians—is emphasized in Article 51 of Additional
Protocol I, which states that the “civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians,
shall not be the object of attack.”10 Article 51
also prohibits indiscriminate attacks,11 extending the obligation beyond a prohibition on
directly targeting innocent civilians. The
Statute of the International Criminal Court
criminalizes attacks on civilians in both international and non-international armed conflicts.12
The jurisprudence of the ad hoc international
criminal tribunals also emphasizes that the principle of distinction is customary international
law applicable in both international and noninternational armed conflicts.13
Proportionality is the primary mechanism for
implementing distinction in practice. To protect
innocent civilians from the effects of war and
minimize undue suffering, LOAC prohibits disproportionate attacks in two ways. First, before
launching an attack, commanders must examine whether the expected loss of civilian life
would be excessive in relation to the anticipated
military advantage gained.14 If the attack would
likely have a disproportionate effect, it must be
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canceled.15 International courts and national
military manuals use a “reasonable commander”
standard based on the circumstances at the time
to determine proportionality.16 Second, commanders must seek to minimize civilian losses
when targeting a military objective. Even if a
target is legitimate according to the laws of war,
failure to take the requisite precautions would
make the attack unlawful.17

Commander’s Perspective
In early 2006, the Multi-National Corps–
Iraq (MNC–I) began compiling statistics about
escalation of force incidents in Iraq,18 primarily
situations in which civilians “unwittingly drove
too close to convoys or checkpoints and triggered
a reaction in gunners who considered them a
threat.”19 MNC–I recorded 10 escalation of force
incidents per day in January and February 2006,
with 5 percent resulting in civilian deaths and
11 percent in civilian injuries,20 and estimated
that over 1,000 Iraqi civilians were killed in
such incidents between 2003 and early 2006.21
Preplanned attacks can also result in significant
civilian deaths when the lines between legitimate target and innocent civilian are blurred. In
Pakistan, where U.S. drones attack al Qaeda and
Taliban leaders, it is estimated that “more than
600 civilians are likely to have died,” or 10 civilians for every militant killed.22 These statistics
illustrate the fundamental question commanders
confront in combat—whether and when to give
an open fire order.
Distinguishing hostile from innocent persons requires new training methods and understandings of operational dilemmas. Military
training for new warfare is extraordinarily complex: we train soldiers to shoot (and if necessary,
to kill), but at the same time, we require them
to wait an additional second precisely to verify
that the individual they face poses an immediate
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threat and is therefore a legitimate target. In the
zone of combat—which replaces the traditional
battlefield—an extra second can literally be the
difference between life and death. If the soldier
waits that extra second, he will likely be killed if
the individual is not an “innocent.” Conversely,
if the soldier does not wait and, failing to evaluate the threat presented sufficiently, fires at an
innocent individual, the never-ending cycle
of violence and human tragedy may escalate.
Training 19-year-old soldiers to wait is counterintuitive, but new warfare makes it essential from
a command perspective.
Commanders also face the basic operational reality of 19-year-old soldiers: they are
scared, sometimes actively dislike what they are
doing, and possess fully loaded weapons. If the

commanders face the basic operational
reality of 19-year-old soldiers: they are
scared, sometimes actively dislike what
they are doing, and possess fully
loaded weapons
requirement to wait is unclear in training, operational realities make it infinitely more complex
and dangerous. The following examples illustrate these dilemmas:
!! A battalion commander ordered to
target three suspected terrorists plans
a military operation that will minimize damage to innocent civilians
while engaging the suspected terrorists. Approaching the zone of combat,
the commander receives reliable and
credible intelligence that hundreds of
children are in the immediate vicinity. Although the mission is legal, the
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children raise significant operational dilemmas for the commander. If he decides to go
forward, there is a reasonable chance of greater than minimal collateral damage. If he
aborts, the unit’s retreat in full view of the local community may negatively impact the
state’s deterrent effect. The commander must decide whether to adopt a tactical approach
(predicated on the here and now) or a strategic perspective (target the terrorists in the
future if they are not planning an immediate attack).
!! A commander reports an attack from a particular position and requests air support against
the individual he has identified as the shooter. The helicopter pilot responds that he cannot
determine with sufficient certainty that the individual the commander identified is indeed
the shooter. The commander and the pilot share a similar goal (to kill the actual shooter),
but their differing perspectives on how to use the available information (what they saw/
believed they saw) lead them to different conclusions directly affecting how they carry out
their legal obligations and operational missions.
!! A commander receives a single-source report regarding individuals presenting an immediate threat to his unit but concealed in a crowd of civilians. The commander conveys that
report to air support but lacks specific identifying information and cannot pinpoint the
individuals’ location within the crowd. Although the pilots cannot positively identify the
individuals, they nevertheless fire into the crowd, killing numerous civilians. They may
have killed the reported suspects—but they cannot confirm if they did.
The presence of individuals dressed in civilian clothing is the complicating variable. Some
are hostile persons disguised as civilians; others are innocent civilians in the wrong place. But the
immediate dangers the former pose and the obligations created by the latter are unclear. Without
more focused guidelines for commanders, new warfare’s inherent ambiguousness will result in the
continued tragic loss of innocent lives.

Limitations of the Traditional Framework
The Combatant-civilian Paradigm. LOAC traditionally classifies individuals as either combatants or civilians and fits all persons within one of these two categories.23 The Geneva Conventions
use the term combatant to denote a particular status in international armed conflicts. All members of
the regular armed forces of a state involved in an international armed conflict are combatants.24 In
addition, members of armed groups or militias belonging to a state party in an international armed
conflict qualify as combatants if, as a group, they fulfill four conditions: operate under a responsible
command, wear a fixed distinctive sign, carry arms openly, and respect the laws of war.25 Combatants
have a right to participate in hostilities and have immunity from prosecution—combatant immunity—for lawful acts taken during combat. In addition, combatants are lawful targets at all times
except when they are hors de combat because of sickness, wounds, detention, or other causes.26 All
combatants must distinguish themselves from the civilian population; failure results in forfeiture of
combatant immunity for acts taken during such time.
LOAC defines civilians as all persons in an international armed conflict who are not combatants.27
In non-international armed conflict, civilians are all persons who are not members of armed forces
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or armed groups.28 When there is doubt about
a person’s status, he is considered a civilian.29
As discussed above, civilians are immune from
attack and must be protected as much as possible
from the effects of conflict. Civilians who take up
arms, however, lose their immunity from attack
during the time they participate in hostilities—
whether permanently, intermittently, or only
once—and become legitimate targets.30 Even
though they are fighting, they retain their civilian status in the traditional framework because
they do not fit the definition of combatant.31
The term civilian is therefore confusing because
it includes persons who are legitimate targets and
persons who are protected.
This traditional approach falters in the face of
new warfare’s complexities. Most persons in new
warfare fit into the traditional category of civilians
because they are not members of nonstate armed
forces or the regular armed forces of a state. Many
of these individuals engage regularly in hostile acts
but—because they are traditionally categorized as
civilians—are legitimate targets only when meeting the specific test for directly participating in
hostilities; that is, they attack at will but can only
be attacked at specific and limited times.32 As a
result, they gain a measure of protection they otherwise would not have, and the law’s traditional
mandate that any doubts be resolved in favor of
civilian status effectively acts as a “free pass.”
The many terms used to describe individuals participating in hostilities—unlawful
combatant, unprivileged belligerent, enemy combatant, to name a few—do not help commanders make effective and lawful operational decisions regarding their treatment (that is, target,
detain, protect). Tarring all hostile persons with
the same brush ignores the critical distinctions
that impact operational decisionmaking and
leaves commanders lacking specific and relevant
guidelines for action.
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Distinction and Proportionality: Principles
under Fire. The great fluidity between hostile
persons and innocent civilians, and the conscious blending of hostile persons into the
civilian population, makes a soldier’s task nearly
impossible. For example, a soldier manning a
checkpoint sees a jeep speeding toward him—
is it friend or foe? It could be civilians seeking

civilians who take up arms lose their
immunity from attack during the time
they participate in hostilities—whether
permanently, intermittently, or only
once—and become legitimate targets
aid or fleeing from danger or insurgents using
the vehicle as a suicide bomb. The soldier who
reacts too soon and fires on the vehicle risks
killing innocent civilians; the soldier who waits
to make a positive identification risks dying in
a fiery explosion. Neither choice is acceptable
from a tactical or legal standpoint. Insurgents
take advantage of this dilemma to gain an edge
over the superior fighting capabilities of state
forces. In Afghanistan, for example, the Taliban
regularly “use a tactic of engaging coalition
forces from positions that expose Afghan civilians to danger,”33 forcing U.S. troops either to
hold their fire in the face of an attack or endanger innocent civilians—a lose-lose situation.
The expanding range of persons involved
in new warfare and the great difficulty in identifying and distinguishing among individuals have
also complicated the application of proportionality. Persons who participate in hostilities are
legitimate collateral damage, even if they could
not be targeted directly at the moment of an
attack. If a commander cannot determine who
is a legitimate target, who constitutes legitimate
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collateral damage, and who is an innocent civilian, however, his ability to fulfill his legal obligations
is severely handicapped.
Current strategy in Afghanistan starkly illustrates how these challenges affect strategic and
tactical approaches. Revised U.S. tactical doctrine in Afghanistan now identifies the protection
of civilians—from both Taliban attacks and U.S. counterinsurgency operations—rather than the
number of enemies killed as the mission’s primary goal.34 International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) Supreme Commander General Stanley McChrystal announced that:
bombs could be dropped only when solid intelligence showed that high level militants were present or U.S.
forces were in imminent danger [and] made it clear he would rather allow a few rank-and-file Taliban
35
fighters to get away than to flatten a house whose occupants might include women and children.
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Individuals in civilian clothing could be either hostile persons
disguised as civilians or innocent civilians in the wrong place

The following description of two primary types of airstrikes U.S. forces employ emphasizes the
dilemmas they encounter:
Largely due to increased intelligence, strikes planned in advance have caused zero civilian casualties
in the past two years. . . . The daily activities of suspected militants are tracked and analyzed to
ensure that civilians are not mistakenly targeted.
The second type of air strike is a result of “troops-in-contact.” . . . During impromptu strikes, there is not
sufficient time to complete a formal collateral damage assessment, resulting in property damage, injury,
and death of innocent Afghans. In 2006 and 2007, almost every civilian casualty caused by NATO
[North Atlantic Treaty Organization] was a result of this type of incident. The increase of insurgent
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tactics that include firing from homes and
other populated areas has significantly boosted
civilian casualties. Instead of calling in troopsin-contact air strikes, soldiers are increasingly
being encouraged to withdraw and disengage
when confronted by overwhelming force.36

to provide relevant and focused
guidelines for commanders and troops
on the ground, the only important
distinction is between those who can be
attacked and those who cannot
Tactical goals of reducing or eliminating
civilian casualties in Afghanistan have led the
United States to forego the balancing inherent
in a proportionality assessment in favor of a
mandate to protect civilians at all costs.

Operationalizing LOAC:
Targeting Parameters
Soldiers can no longer simply distinguish
between combatants and civilians because that
leaves open the question of which civilians are
targets and which are innocent. They must
also distinguish between innocent civilians
who take no part in hostilities—and deserve
protection from attack—and hostile persons
who participate directly in hostilities and are
therefore legitimate targets. Existing applications of LOAC do not help, however. To make
LOAC effective, the key is to identify several
new categories of hostile persons, each requiring
unique operational assessments and responses.
Commanders then need a checklist of conductspecific factors to guide decisionmaking.

A New Framework for New Warfare
At first glance, categorizing individuals in
conflict as either innocent civilians or legitimate
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targets may seem unorthodox; after all, LOAC
provides detailed prescriptions for identifying persons as combatants, volunteer militia,
protected persons, and others. When assessing
rights and obligations, these traditional categories and the distinctions among them are crucial.
However, to provide relevant and focused guidelines for commanders and troops on the ground,
the only important distinction is between those
who can be attacked and those who cannot.
We use the term innocent civilians to refer to
only those persons who retain their immunity
from attack at all times. Persons who actively
participate in hostilities are legitimate targets
and therefore do not belong in the same category
as innocent civilians even though LOAC
traditionally places both groups within the same
civilian category. Here we depart fundamentally
from the traditional LOAC approach: we divide
the traditional category of civilians into those who
are immune from attack and those whose conduct
makes them a legitimate target. Most importantly,
we redefine the category of legitimate targets and
emphasize the need for a narrower, conductspecific analysis of such persons, thus reconfiguring
the classification of individuals in conflict.
A legitimate target is an individual who can
be lawfully attacked during hostilities. We must
differentiate among the numerous categories of
these individuals because not all can be targeted at
all times. One category of legitimate target is combatants and members of organized armed groups,
who can be targeted at all times.37 The latter primarily includes individuals who fight on a regular
and recurring basis on behalf of a nonstate party.38
Commanders can sometimes identify these targets by evidence of their status, such as a distinctive sign or other identification. In new warfare,
however, members of organized armed groups
often purposely intermingle with civilians and
disguise themselves by hiding within the civilian
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population. In these situations, commanders cannot distinguish by status, but must analyze conduct
instead to determine whether these persons present a threat. As one U.S. Marine in Afghanistan
asked, “What does a Taliban or Al Qaida fighter
look like? Can you determine the enemy’s identity
by the equipment they use?”39
We focus here primarily on other hostile
persons, those who traditionally fall within
the category of civilians but are taking part in
hostilities. However, the factors commanders
use to identify and distinguish among the four
subcategories below will be equally useful when
identifying members of armed groups using conduct-specific factors as well.

A New Understanding of Who Is a
Legitimate Target
Direct participation in hostilities separates
persons who can be lawfully targeted from innocent civilians.40 Courts and commentators have
struggled to define the parameters of direct participation, but we will not engage in a thorough
analysis of these efforts here. Rather, we define
direct participation in hostilities as acts intended to
harm the enemy or the civilian population in a
direct or immediate manner. We also address
persons providing lesser assistance to those who
are fighting: although their acts do not constitute direct participation in hostilities, these
individuals are no longer innocent civilians and
must fit within the commander’s operational
decisionmaking framework.
Using new subcategories to define these
persons, we operationalize LOAC for new warfare by giving commanders effective tools to distinguish among persons in the zone of combat.
Commanders can then determine whom (and
how) to target, whom to detain, and whom to
protect—the only way to meet the twin goals
of mission success and protection of innocents.
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Legitimate Subject of Detention. An emerging and prevalent actor in new warfare is the
individual providing some assistance or support
to those who are fighting, such as a farmer in
Afghanistan who allows Taliban militants to fire
missiles from his land a single time. The commander will certainly want to question him
about others providing assistance or engaging
in hostilities. This person is not participating
in hostilities because he is not directly engaging in acts causing harm to the enemy or the
civilian population and is therefore not a legitimate target. However, by providing support
to the militants, he is no longer an innocent
meriting protection. If U.S. forces open fire on
the Taliban militants and the farmer is killed,
he is therefore legitimate collateral damage.
Operationally, the commander must recognize
the conduct of persons in this category for three
reasons: first, this person is not a legitimate target and cannot be the subject of an open fire
order; second, this person does not need to be
protected from the effects of military operations
to neutralize the militants using his property;
and third, this person is a legitimate subject of
detention and interrogation.
Transitory Target. Persons directly participating in hostilities a single time or intermittently are legitimate targets only when preparing for, engaged in, or returning from hostilities.
When not engaged in hostilities, these transitory
targets can be detained and prosecuted for their
acts. Suicide bombers and persons who plant
roadside bombs are transitory targets—they are
legitimate targets only when they are engaged
in or on their way to or from their mission—as
are those who provide logistical support to these
bombers. Another type of transitory target is the
financier of terrorist attacks—wiring funds for
the attack is the direct participation in hostilities justifying a targeting decision.
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Recurring Target. Some transitory targets
participate in hostilities with sufficient frequency
and regularity that they become recurring targets.
Whereas transitory targets engage in hostilities
one or two times with no pattern or regularity,
recurring targets participate on a regular and
frequent basis. An example is the mailman who
picks up his gun every Tuesday and Friday night
to go out and shoot at U.S. patrols. Similarly,
the farmer who allows his property to be used for
launching attacks on a regular and frequent basis
could, over time, be directly participating in hostilities as a result and would therefore become a
recurring target. In these circumstances, before
acting to detain or neutralize this target, the commander would need to determine whether the
farmer is voluntarily providing this regular assistance or is being coerced. Like transitory targets,
recurring targets are only legitimate targets when
directly engaged in hostilities and only if no other
viable alternatives exist, such as detention.
Permanent Target. In new warfare, a variety
of persons play a continuous role in hostilities and
are therefore permanent targets, meaning that they
are legitimate targets at all times. Operationally,
however, commanders should consider viable
alternatives before issuing an open fire order,

the farmer who allows his property
to be used for launching attacks on a
regular basis could, over time, be directly
participating in hostilities and would
therefore become a recurring target
targeting these permanent targets when they are
engaged in hostilities but detaining them if feasible at other times.41 Examples of permanent
targets include makers of improvised explosive
devices (IEDs), suppliers and makers of suicide
bomber belts, and planners of terrorist attacks. In
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certain circumstances, recurring targets may participate with such regularity and frequency that
their level of engagement makes them more akin
to a permanent target, an analysis that will be factspecific and dependent on intelligence.
Checklist of Conduct-specific Factors.
Understanding how to distinguish among these
subcategories is one of the most important tools
a commander needs in new warfare—and a key
skill that he must impart to his troops. The following questions provide a checklist of conductspecific factors for determining whether a person is a legitimate target and, more important,
in which subcategory he belongs:
The Act:
!! Is it direct?
!! Is it mere assistance?
!! If yes, is it voluntary or coerced?
Regularity:
!! Is the act or assistance occurring on a
regular or recurring basis?
!! Have the quality and nature of the act
or assistance escalated?
!! Has the person done the act or provided the assistance before?
!! Is there information about future plans
to repeat the act?
Source/Intelligence:
!! Is the source (if human intelligence)
defined as reliable by the Intelligence
Community?
!! Is the information valid, viable, credible, and corroborated?
!! Did the commander or soldiers positively identify the target “in the act”?
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!! If there was prior intelligence,
does the unit’s visual identification
“match” the intelligence?
Intelligence Value: Is the person acting or
providing assistance considered an important
intelligence asset if detained and questioned?

Guidelines for New Warfare
The Commander’s Top 10 gives the commander additional tools to apply LOAC effectively in new warfare. These tools were not in his
predecessor’s toolbox, a toolbox that has proven
inadequate to new warfare’s challenges. The “commandments” below are key to understanding and
respecting LOAC and are necessary for commanders and their troops to fully operationalize IHL.
Without them, tragedy is just around the corner.
1. Demand clear mission articulation from
senior command, including conditions for aborting or
altering the mission. If they fail to provide clearly
articulated mission objectives, senior command
and national policymakers do junior commanders
a fundamental disservice.42 Changing the mission’s purpose confuses and endangers soldiers
and commanders alike.43 While missions invariably change—an operational reality—the core
purpose must be consistent. A commander must
demand this clarity and consistency from his
superiors; without it, both his leadership and his
unit’s discipline will be at significant risk.
2. Provide clear mission articulation to soldiers.
From a practical perspective, each operational
mission—from targeting a specific individual to
a regular foot patrol—needs an articulated purpose. For missions targeting a specific individual,
commanders must brief soldiers regarding who
the target is and why he is a target; how they
can identify him; when and whether they are
to detain or open fire; and any circumstances
that would change the ROEs. Patrols, the most
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routine of duties, require a different approach
because their numbing routine makes them
inherently dangerous. Commanders must brief
soldiers regarding potential targets that they may
encounter and the ROEs relevant to each of

training a soldier to identify a legitimate
target is an extraordinarily difficult
aspect of new warfare—particularly when
that target is dressed no differently from
an innocent civilian
those targets. Unlike a specific targeting mission,
a patrol does not seek to engage a particular individual; however, the range of legitimate targets
the patrol may encounter necessitates that each
soldier understand how to identify these distinct
threats, how to distinguish among them, and
how different operational responses are required.
3. Train soldiers to be “operational” for the
mission. Training a soldier to identify a legitimate target is an extraordinarily difficult aspect
of new warfare—particularly when that target
is dressed no differently from an innocent civilian. Identifying a legitimate target relies on a
combination of several factors:
!! the individual’s specific behavior,
including dress, body language, activity, and verbal communications
!! intelligence about that individual
!! intelligence about a broader threat when
the individual fits the intelligence.
Training must emphasize to soldiers the
fundamental requirement to avoid generalizations, profiling, and collective punishment. Any
operational response—particularly in the context of new warfare—must be person-specific
in both targeting missions and routine patrols.
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To maximize operational impact on nonstate
actors while minimizing collateral damage, future
military training for new warfare must focus on
the four subcategories of legitimate targets we
define. Discerning the threat—and acting neither
too soon nor too late—depends on minimizing
ambiguity by training soldiers to develop and use
a checklist for distinguishing between innocent
civilians and legitimate targets and differentiating among the various types of legitimate targets.
4. Demand ROEs specifying when to issue open
fire orders for previously and individually identified
legitimate targets. A previously identified target is
an individual, such as a bomb maker, identified
as a legitimate target based on intelligence. An
operational plan to target this individual requires
clear ROEs specifying when soldiers can and cannot open fire. Soldiers undoubtedly prefer concise and precise ROEs, but these rules must reflect
operational reality. If the warfare is ambiguous,
ROEs will, unfortunately, not be precise and concise. The key to operationalizing LOAC effectively in new warfare is to provide useful guidelines for soldiers in the midst of this ambiguity.
5. Demand clear ROEs defining legitimate targets. Soldiers also need clear ROEs for identifying
when and whether persons they encounter, such
as a suicide bomber or IED planter, are legitimate
targets. ROEs for these individuals are personand conduct-specific and subject to greater interpretation than those for a previously identified
target. Determining whether an individual is
a threat at a specific moment (and therefore a
legitimate target) depends on discretion and a
number of situation-dependent variables, including field conditions, the threat presented, number and type of people in the vicinity, and events
of the previous few days. Clear ROEs specifying
who is a legitimate target and how to react will
minimize the need for on-the-ground discretion
and, in ambiguous situations, give soldiers the
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tools to exercise their discretion in accordance
with both LOAC and the mission’s purpose.
6. Include soldiers who speak the local language and are experts on the local culture in each
unit. A soldier who speaks the relevant local
language and understands the culture greatly
enhances a patrol commander’s ability to communicate with local populations and can help
the commander collect information about the
community directly. With these skills and an
understanding of the different types of legitimate targets, this soldier can give the commander information otherwise unavailable
through indirect communication. For example,
in the immediate aftermath of an attack on the
unit, the commander needs the most accurate
information possible to make critical operational decisions. In real time and in the “fog
of war,” commanders need to identify and distinguish between targets and innocent civilians
and give effective warnings to the latter before
taking action.44 When locals do not understand
soldiers’ warnings, language and cultural skills
in the unit give the commander the tools to
fulfill these legal and operational obligations.45
7. For international forces, ensure full integration of ROEs and mission articulation and, if possible, conduct joint training sessions. International
and multinational operations add another layer
of complexity to new warfare’s inherent ambiguities. Although part of a unified command,
each country’s forces have different military and
political cultures and considerations informing their operational choices. The September
4, 2009, airstrike on the Taliban-hijacked fuel
tankers near Kunduz, Afghanistan, is an instructive example. After receiving reports that the
tankers were hijacked and stuck in the riverbed, the commander of the German army base
nearby ordered an airstrike by two American
F–15 fighter jets that killed over 30 civilians.46
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Soldiers in combat must make split-second
decisions about legitimacy of targets

Subsequent reports and investigations raised questions about the German commander’s ability to
determine who was present at the scene and the decision to use airpower instead of a ground operation given those uncertainties.47 At a systemic level, the incident unearthed confusion about the
appropriate use of force as part of the larger mission. In the past, U.S. and other coalition forces
in Afghanistan had urged the German forces to take a more aggressive approach. 48 Now, in the
aftermath of ISAF’s new tactical directive placing protection of civilians as the mission’s highest
priority and drastically limiting the use of airstrikes, the German action appears far too aggressive.
This example demonstrates the need for greater integration of mission articulation among international and multinational forces—both the broader mission purpose and the objectives of specific
missions. Each national component of an international force must not only share the same broader
mission goals, but—most importantly—must also share the same operational plan for achieving
those goals. Different understandings of specific mission objectives lead to different definitions of
legitimate targets, which can only create confusion and inconsistency in targeting and engagement
decisions. To achieve better operational consistency, international and multinational forces must
incorporate integrated training in identifying and reacting to legitimate targets and distinguishing
among the various categories of legitimate targets for operational purposes. Otherwise, coordination
at the highest levels will lose out to confusion and ambiguity on the ground.
8. Request establishment of field detention centers. Planning detention centers before an operation begins
is an integral aspect of new warfare. Otherwise, commanders on the ground—whose primary mission is
engaging the enemy and protecting civilians—will face scenarios for which they are not operationally
trained, including issues of detainee rights, interrogation, and detention conditions. Commanders need
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a detention center nearby to take any detainees
as quickly as possible, minimizing soldiers’ contact with the detainees and maximizing unit energies for the core operational mission. U.S. patrol

commanders need a detention center
nearby to take any detainees as quickly
as possible, minimizing soldiers’ contact
with the detainees and maximizing unit
energies for the core operational mission
units, for example, receive training in the five S’s
of detainee handling—search, silence, segregate,
safeguard, and speed to the rear.49
The Israel Defense Forces’ March 2002
Operation Defensive Wall highlighted the problems that arise when detention centers are
not an integral aspect of operation planning.
Thousands of Palestinians were arrested daily
without adequate advance arrangements. The
initial screening was done in temporary, and not
suitably prepared, facilities at brigade headquarters.50 Criticizing the last minute arrangements,
the Israeli Supreme Court stated that:
the need for minimal detention conditions
was a natural result of the operation. There
was no surprise in the matter. There was
the possibility of preparing appropriate divisions with suitable detention conditions.
What was done a number of days after the
beginning of the operation should have been
done several days before it began.51
9. Reduce unknown variables. To minimize
losses among soldiers and innocent civilians,
commanders need comprehensive intelligence
about both the innocent civilian population
and potential legitimate targets. In particular,
commanders need real-time information about
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meeting places, transportation, gathering locations, religious observance patterns, cultural
celebrations, school locations and hours, hospital and health facility locations, and special
needs facilities. By minimizing the unknown,
this knowledge enhances target-specific military
action, protects innocent civilians from mistaken targeting, and limits collateral damage.
Without it, commanders will be unable to identify legitimate targets accurately and protect the
innocent civilian community.
10. Articulate distinctions between detainable
targets and legitimate targets. Distinguishing among
persons using intelligence-, threat-, and categorydependent criteria for deciding when to detain
and when to engage is the essence of LOAC
and of effective military command. Failure to
distinguish violates LOAC and—tragically—is
too “easy” when under fire, a reality in new warfare. Commanders are under enormous strain
to engage while also under extreme pressure to
ensure person-specific engagement. The four
subcategories we identify specifically address the
tension between these pressures.
The previously mentioned dilemma regarding “waiting an additional second” is—operationally—the manifestation of distinguishing
between legitimate subjects of detention and
the other three subcategories of targets. A
permanent target (bomb maker) or transitory
target (suicide bomber) is a legitimate target;
a farmer infrequently allowing his land to be
used for firing weapons is not, even though he is
unquestionably detainable. This approach meets
LOAC’s requirements and is equally important from an operational perspective because
a detainee can provide—through lawful interrogation—important information that might
otherwise be unavailable to the commander and
his superiors. Using this information, the commander can more accurately determine which
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other targets are targetable, which are detainable, and when changing operational circumstances make a detainable person targetable.

Future Recommendations and Analysis
Our new framework and guidelines operationalize LOAC for new warfare, but cannot
necessarily tackle unforeseen challenges from
future conflicts. To deal with the unknown,
LOAC needs more agility, which means the law
can adapt to changing circumstances and meet
the needs of policymakers and commanders
alike. It also means the law must allow for new
ways of thinking that uphold the law’s goals and
principles precisely when they are under fire.
As new warfare became prevalent, and
then predominant, the law did not adapt appropriately to its complications. The international
community continued to focus on traditional
visions of combatants and civilians, notwithstanding the disconnect between that framework and the reality on the ground. Critics
argued that the law could no longer apply,
when, in fact, they simply did not examine how
it could apply in a more agile way.
We focus on maximizing that agility so
LOAC can meet new warfare’s demands while
still preserving the principles and goals that
form the law’s foundation. The steps we take
here are precisely the steps to take in future situations posing existential challenges to LOAC.
First, we analyze why new warfare creates
grave difficulties for LOAC as traditionally
applied. LOAC requires that commanders distinguish between those who are fighting and those
who are not, but the traditional legal framework
offers few clues for how to do so in new warfare.
Future conflicts will almost certainly involve significantly greater use of cyber-warfare and technological capabilities that we cannot predict. In
these situations, delineating between military
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and civilian objectives may prove almost impossible without new understandings of these legal
terms relevant to future conflicts.
Second, we identify the key legal principles
at risk in new warfare—distinction and proportionality. When new warfare makes distinguishing between persons extraordinarily complicated, fulfilling the obligations of distinction
and proportionality becomes equally difficult.
Future conflicts may pose unforeseen challenges
for other legal obligations and principles whose
application seems straightforward today; only
by zeroing in on the specific principles can we
maximize LOAC’s adaptability in the future.

when new warfare makes distinguishing
between persons extraordinarily
complicated, fulfilling the obligations of
distinction and proportionality becomes
equally difficult
Third, we use the basic goals of the legal
principles at issue to create a new, more workable framework. Distinction and proportionality rely on the ability to classify and distinguish
among persons in conflict, so we created new
subcategories to sharpen commanders’ ability to
distinguish and respond accordingly. This step
is critical to making LOAC agile; if we cannot
find ways to adapt how we apply the law, we will
be left only with the claims that the law can no
longer work—an unacceptable result.
Fourth, we turn the new framework into
operational, on-the-ground guidelines that
make LOAC relevant and useful for commanders and policymakers. The conduct-specific
checklist and the Commander’s Top 10 above
offer concrete steps to use the law effectively
in training troops, preparing for missions, and
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fulfilling these missions. With these new tools, commanders can distinguish between innocent civilians and legitimate targets and, just as important, distinguish among the various types of legitimate
targets to find the best and most appropriate operational response for each situation. PRISM
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